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Abstract
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new non-bank market participants have begun to make markets, challenging the traditional foreign
exchange dealers on their own turf. This paper outlines the players in this market and the structure of
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decades. Throughout, it highlights issues relevant to exchange rate modelling.
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Introduction
It would be hard to overstate the importance of foreign exchange markets for the world economy. They
affect output and employment through real exchange rates. They affect inflation through the cost of
imports and commodity prices. They affect international capital flows through the risks and returns of
different assets. Exchange rates are justifiably a major focus for policymakers, the public, and of course
the media.
To understand exchange rates it is essential to know how these prices are determined. This paper
describes the foreign exchange market and presents new evidence on recent trends, thereby setting the
stage for the rest of the handbook. It first presents stylized facts on the market’s size and composition.
It then describes more closely the motives, incentives, and constraints of the major players. Trading is
a search problem, and the constraints and costs related to this search are affected by the structure of the
market. Our starting point is that exchange rates are driven primarily by new information about economic
fundamentals. In this light, we review which agents bring information to the market and exactly how their
information becomes embedded in the market price.
The paper describes the momentous changes in trading practices and market structure that have
taken place over the recent decades. It finishes by presenting new evidence on some of the most recent
technological advances. Twenty-five years ago, most foreign exchange trading involved the telephone
and all trading involved institutions: individuals were essentially shut out. Trading was opaque, there
was a sharp division between interdealer trading and dealer-customer trading, and market concentration
among dealers was low.
Today, only the least liquid corners of the foreign exchange markets can still be described this way.
In the liquid markets telephones are obsolete. New electronic trading platforms have streamlined trade
processing and settlement, reduced operational risks, and lowered trading costs. Lower trading costs
have enabled the participation of retail traders and the adoption of new strategies like high-frequency
trading – a form of computer-automated trading that relies on high execution speeds to make profits from
small price movements. Since streaming real-time prices are now available to virtually all participants,
these markets are now regarded as transparent. On some of the new platforms any trader can provide
liquidity, so the division between dealers and their most sophisticated customers is at times ambiguous.
To remain competitive the major dealing banks have made heavy investments in software and hardware
which has led to sharply higher concentration among market makers.
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I

Geography and composition of currency trading

Given the pervasive influence of exchange rates, it is no surprise that the dollar value of trading activity
in spot and forward foreign exchange (FX) markets dwarfs most other economic measures (BIS, 2010).
With daily average turnover most recently estimated at $2.0 trillion, the market is 36 times larger than
the combined exports and imports for the world’s 35 largest economies, 16 times their combined GDP,
and roughly 10 times exchange-traded equity turnover.
FX trading volume has exploded reflecting an electronic revolution that has lowered trading costs,
attracted new groups of market participants, and enabled aggressive new trading strategies. Between
1998 and 2010 turnover in the FX market grew by over 250 percent (BIS, 2010). The associated 8.4
percent average annual growth rate far exceeds the contemporary 5.5 percent annual expansion of global
real GDP (Table 1).
Table 1: FX turnover and growth: Comparison with trade, GDP and equity trading volume
1992
All instruments
Spot total
Forwards total
Growth, spot and forwards
Spot/Trade
Spot/GDP
Spot/Equity volume

1995

1998

2004

2007

2010

857
434
65

1135
475
93
44%

a) Volumes
1713 1480 2013
637
461
657
143
156
217
54%
9% 40%

3296
996
359
65%

3981
1490
475
32%

31
10
35

29
10
25

23
12
7

36
16
9

30
11
14

2001

b) Ratios
18
7
4

21
10
9

Note: Panel a) Constant 2010-values, in billions USD, for volumes based on BIS Triennial FX surveys corrected for inter-dealer and crossborder double-counting (i.e., “net-net” basis according to terminology of the BIS Triennial survey). Constant values are created by using
SDR-rates. “All instruments” includes spot, forwards, swaps, currency swaps, options and other derivatives as defined in the survey. Panel b)
Ratio of spot volumes to trade volumes (import and exports), GDP and equity volumes of 35 countries. The aggregate spot volume are created
based on the currencies of the same 35 countries (EUR for the EU-countries after 1999). All volumes in panel b are monthly nominal values,
where daily FX volume is multiplied by 20 (trading days), and yearly numbers for trade, GDP and equity volumes are divided by 12. For 2010
we use IMF-forecasts. The countries are: AR, AT, AU, BE, BR, CA, CH, CL, CN, CO, DE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HK, ID, IE, IN, IT, JP, KR,
MX, MY, NZ, PE, PH, PT, SE, SG, TH, TR, US, ZA. Sources: Trade and GDP data are from IMF WEO, Equity volumes are from World
Federation of Exchanges (WFE), FX volumes are from BIS Triennial FX Survey.

Many aspects of the FX markets remain constant despite the electronic revolution. As has been true
for decades, the markets remain decentralized with high liquidity and continuous trading (Lyons, 2001;
Rime, 2003; Osler, 2009). As ever, the trading day begins when dealers arrive for work in Australia and
Asia. Activity then moves to Europe when markets open in Frankfurt, London, and Paris, and finishes
late in the afternoon in New York. As always, there is no time during the day when the market formally
closes, although there is a brief lull in activity between about 19:00 and 22:00 GMT when most New
York traders have gone home and most Sydney traders are still on their way to work (Figure 1). As ever,
overall market liquidity is highest when both London and New York are open, though liquidity for most
3

individual currencies tends to be deepest during their local trading hours.
Figure 1: Average daily interdealer trading activity by the hour across different currencies
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Note: The horizontal axis shows hour of day (GMT), and the vertical axis shows the average number of trades. The five lines are for 1997, the
three 4-year average for 1998-01, 2002-05, and 2006-09, respectively, and finally for 2010. From e.g. GBP/USD (figure c) we see the growth
in number of trades since 1997. The exchange rates EUR/USD and USD/JPY are now primarily traded on the competing platform EBS, hence
the decrease in number of trades from 1997 to 2010 for these two exchange rates. Source: Thomson Reuters Matching.

Physically, FX trading remains heavily concentrated in London, which captures over one-third of
global trading, and New York, which captures almost one-fifth of trading (Table 2). London’s traditional
dominance in FX grew out of the United Kingdom’s worldwide economic dominance in the nineteenth
century. It remains secure at the beginning of the twenty-first century because of its geographic location:
London’s morning session overlaps with Asian trading and its afternoon session overlaps with New York
trading. Trading in the Asia-Pacific region, which in aggregate accounts for about one quarter of global
trading, is dispersed among Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Sydney. Latin America, Africa, and the
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Middle East each account for less than 1 percent of global turnover.
Despite the continued dominance of London and New York, there have been some subtle shifts in the
global distribution of currency trading. The advent of the euro brought a decline in the share of European
trading outside of London. Meanwhile, rapid economic growth in Asia has supported a surge in trading in
the Asian regional centres. Hong Kong and Singapore now vie in importance with traditional European
centres such as Switzerland and France.
Table 2: Geographical distribution of global foreign exchange market turnover (%)
Country

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

2010

United Kingdom
United States
Japan
Singapore
Switzerland
Hong Kong SAR
Australia
France
Denmark
Germany
Canada
Sweden
Korea
Russia
Luxembourg
Belgium
Finland
Spain
Italy
India

29.3
16.3
10.3
6.6
5.4
5.6
2.5
3.8
1.9
4.8
1.9
1.2

32.6
18.3
7.0
6.9
4.4
3.8
2.3
3.7
1.3
4.7
1.8
0.8
0.2
0.3
1.1
1.3
0.2
1.0
1.4
0.1

32.0
16.1
9.0
6.1
4.5
4.0
3.2
2.9
1.4
5.4
2.6
1.5
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.1
0.5
1.0
0.2

32.0
19.1
8.0
5.1
3.3
4.1
4.1
2.6
1.6
4.6
2.3
1.2
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.8
0.1
0.5
0.9
0.3

34.6
17.4
5.8
5.6
5.9
4.2
4.1
3.0
2.1
2.4
1.5
1.0
0.8
1.2
1.0
1.2
0.2
0.4
0.9
0.9

36.7
17.9
6.2
5.3
5.2
4.7
3.8
3.0
2.4
2.1
1.2
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5

1.2
1.7
0.3
1.1
1.5

Note: Country percentage shares of daily average global total in April. Country volumes are adjusted for local inter-dealer double-counting,
but not cross-border (i.e., “net-gross” basis according to terminology of the BIS Triennial survey). Countries are sorted based on 2010 market
share. Source: BIS Triennial FX Survey.

I.1

Which currencies are traded?

Another unchanging aspect of the FX markets is the dominance of the U.S. dollar (USD), which is
still involved on one side of roughly three-quarters of all spot transactions (Table 3).1 The dollar’s
dominance reflects the market’s practice of trading minor currencies via a major currency (called the
vehicle currency). A trade from Mexican pesos (MXP) to Australian dollars (AUD), for example, would
1 Every currency has a 3-letter currency code, such as CAD for the Canadian dollar. These codes have been developed by
the International Organization for Standardization (www.iso.org). In labelling currency pairs, market practice is to express the
base currency first, as in “dollar-yen” or USD/JPY, which should be read as Japanese yen per US dollar. Major exchange rates
have nicknames: USD/CHF is “Swissie” and NZD/USD is “kiwi”. GBP/USD is “cable” in reference to the first trans-Atlantic
telegraph cable that connected FX traders in London and New York.
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typically involve two trades, one from MXP to USD and a second from USD to AUD. This “vehicle”
trading through the major crosses concentrates liquidity in a narrower range of currency pairs, reducing
overall transaction costs.
The euro (EUR) is involved in 46 percent of trades, in part because it serves as the vehicle currency
within the eurozone.2 The next most actively traded currencies are the Japanese yen (JPY, 20 percent)
and the UK pound (GBP, 14 percent). Together, these four currencies are known as “the majors” (or
G4).3
Table 3: Currency distribution of spot turnover (%)

USD
EUR∗
JPY
GBP
CHF
AUD/CAD/NOK/NZD
BRL/RUB/INR/CNY
All others
Total

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

2010

72
69
20
14
9
4

71
75
22
9
8
5

12
200

10
200

78
58
24
12
7
5
1
15
200

84
43
26
11
7
9
2
18
200

85
44
21
13
7
10
3
17
200

79
42
20
15
9
12
4
19
200

80
46
20
14
6
15
3
15
200

Note: Total spot volume in a currency as percentage share of total global spot volume. First four rows show the G4-currencies. EUR includes
legacy currencies. The total equals 200 since two currencies are involved in each transaction. “BRL/RUB/INR/CNY” represent the Brazilian
real, Russian ruble, Indian rupee, and Chinese renminbi (the “BRIC” currencies). Source: BIS Triennial FX Survey.

The next tier below the majors comprises the Australian dollar (AUD, 7.5 percent), the Swiss franc
(CHF, 6.2 percent), and the Canadian dollar (CAD, 5.2 percent). A notable recent shift is the rising share
of the so-called commodity currencies, specifically the AUD, CAD, the Norwegian krone (NOK), and
the New Zealand dollar (NZD). These currencies’ combined share rose from 7 percent in 1998 to 16
percent in 2010.
The share of emerging-market currencies rose sharply in the 1990s but has been fairly stable around
18 percent since then. Nonetheless, currencies from the most advanced emerging markets, such as the
South Korean won (KRW) and Hong Kong dollar (HKD), have more than doubled their market share
since 1998 and now rival the Swedish krona (SEK). Turnover in more recently emerging countries, such
as Turkey, Thailand, Brazil, and India, has grown even faster.
The conventions governing the quotation of different currency pairs have also been fairly stable over
time. Most exchange rates are expressed as units of a given currency required to purchase one US dollar.
The exceptions are the EUR, the GBP, the AUD and the NZD, which are quoted as the base currency (i.e.
2 As

an example, in interdealer spot trading, the volumes traded in EUR/NOK (Norwegian krone) are 10 times larger than
the sum of those in USD/NOK, GBP/NOK and NOK/JPY.
3 The most actively traded currency pairs have USD or EUR on one side. See Table A in the appendix.
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EUR/USD = USD per EUR). Most exchange rates are quoted to five significant digits, with the final (or
smallest) digit known as a “pip”.4

I.2

What instruments are traded?

The dominance of spot FX trading is another area of relative stability.5 Daily spot turnover in 2010 was
$1.5 trillion while turnover in outright forwards was far lower, at $0.5 trillion (BIS, 2010). A number of
other currency-related instruments – FX futures, currency options, FX swaps and currency swaps – swell
average daily turnover in FX markets beyond $4.0 trillion (Table 4).6 These assets are traded entirely
separately from spot and forward contracts and for entirely different purposes, so they generally have
little influence on exchange rates and are not discussed in this paper.
Table 4: Instruments traded in global FX markets

Total
Spot
FX swaps
Forwards
Currency swaps
Options and others
Total
Spot
FX swaps
Forwards
Currency swaps
Options and others
Spot
FX swaps
Forwards
Currency swaps
Options and others

1992

1995

857

1135

51
42
8
4

1998

2001

2004

2007

2010

1713 1480 2013 3296
a) Shares (%)
42
37
31
33
30
46
48
53
49
52
8
8
11
11
11
0
1
1
1
1
3
6
5
6
6
b) Growth (%)
33
51
-14
36
64
9
34
-28
42
52
47
57
-5
27
71
44
54
9
40
65
207
-23
156
42
16
148
-27
74
69
c) Growth contribution (%)
14
28
75
37
26
60
52
17
39
55
10
9
-5
12
11
1
1
3
1
2
10
12
10
7

3981
37
44
12
1
5
21
50
4
32
37
-1
72
10
17
2
0

x
Note: Total is measured in USD billions, calculated at constant rates. Shares are percentage share out of total, Tot
100. Growth rates are
calculated as ∆xt = (xt − xt−1 ) /xt−1 . Contribution to total growth is calculated as (x1 − x0 ) / (Tot1 − Tot0 ). Source: BIS Triennial FX Survey.

4 A pip is short for Price Increment Point. In EUR/USD, a one-pip change is e.g. from 1.2345 to 1.2346. In most major
currency pairs, one pip is roughly one basis point.
5 With a spot contract, the exchange rate and the quantity to exchange are agreed initially and the funds actually change
hands (“settle”) two business days later (one day later for USD/CAD). A forward contract is similar in structure but settlement
generally happens more than two business days later, though for “inside forwards” settlement is less than two days.
6 Currency futures, like forwards, involve an agreement today to exchange two currencies in the future. Futures contracts are
exchange-traded so their characteristics ? such as contract size and maturity ? are standardized. In contrast, a FX (or currency)
option gives the owner the right but not the obligation to buy or sell a currency at an agreed exchange rate during a specified
period. Standardized FX option contracts are traded on organized exchanges while tailor-made contracts are available through
individual FX dealers. Currency swaps are the currency equivalent of interest-rate swaps; they essentially allow someone to
swap a loan (or bond) in one currency for a loan in another without incurring currency risk if the swap is held until maturity.
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FX swaps deserve some discussion, however, because of their immense average daily turnover of
$1.8 trillion. Like repos in the fixed income markets, FX swaps are used primarily for overnight position
management by banks. Collapsing swap volumes following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in late
2008 triggered a rapid expansion of central bank swap activity as authorities tried to stabilize the world
banking system (Baba and Packer, 2009; Melvin and Taylor, 2009). In 2010, FX swap trading activity
remained below its previous peak.

I.3

How is trading regulated?

The vast majority of FX trading is essentially unregulated, in striking contrast to the extensive regulations
in most equity and bond markets.7 Governments have learned through experience that dealers will simply
move elsewhere if they are regulated. In the 1960s, for example, bond dealers simply moved offshore
when the U.S government attempted to regulate the foreign issuance of US dollar denominated bonds in
the domestic market.
Some well-known regulations in other asset markets are missing in FX markets. Their absence is not
a problem due to unique features of the FX market. Short-sales restrictions, for example, though severe
in most developed equity and bond markets, cannot even be defined in this asset class because the sale
of one currency is simply the purchase of another. Other practices that are illegal on most organised
exchanges are discouraged in FX by market conventions and best practices. For example, front-running
of customer orders is widely considered bad practice even though it is not illegal.8 Fortunately, the FX
market is sufficiently liquid that significant manipulation by any single actor is all but impossible during
active trading hours for the major currencies.
Since FX markets are subject to minimal regulation, they are also subject to minimal reporting requirements, which explains the scarcity of aggregate data on FX trading. Though equity trading volume
is a staple on the evening news, on any given day no one knows how much was traded in FX markets –
not the regulators, not the monetary authorities, not even the major FX dealers. The only comprehensive
information source is the Triennial Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange Market Activity, a joint effort of central banks around the world coordinated every third year in April by the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS).9 In the absence of official sources of high-frequency data, most research on currency
trading relies on proprietary data from banks and brokers.
7 Exchange-traded

FX instruments fall under the relevant securities regulation in their respective countries. The Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, for example, is regulated by the National Futures Association and Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
8 A front-running dealer would buy in the interdealer market for his own account, driving up the price, before filling a
customer buy order. Such activity, if suspected, would lead customers to boycott or punish this FX dealer.
9 King and Mallo (2010) provide a user’s guide to the Triennial survey. Since the mid-1990s, the Triennial Survey has been
complemented by more frequent regional surveys conducted in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, London, New York, Singapore
and Tokyo.
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II

Players and information in FX markets

A key goal of exchange rate economics is to understand currency returns. Exchange rates – like asset
prices more generally – move in response to new information about their fundamental value. Over the
past decade microstructure research has revealed that this “price discovery” process involves different
categories of market participants. Each participant’s distinct role is determined by (a) whether the agent
is a liquidity maker or taker, and (b) the extent to which the agent is informed.
The original FX market participants were traders in goods and services. Currencies came into existence because they solved the problem of the coincidence of wants with respect to goods. Most countries
have their own currencies so international trade in goods requires trade in currencies. The motives for
currency exchange have expanded over the centuries to include speculation, hedging, and arbitrage with
the list of key players expanding accordingly. Beyond importers and exporters, the major categories of
market participants now include asset managers, dealers, central banks, small individual (retail) traders,
and – most recently – high-frequency traders.
“Dealers” or “market makers” emerged naturally to fulfil the search function among trading counterparties. Dealers stand ready to trade with anyone needing FX at a moment’s notice. To initiate a FX trade,
an agent calls a dealer indicating the currency and quantity s/he wishes to trade and asking for the price.
The dealer states a price at which s/he is willing to buy (the “bid”) and a price at which s/he is willing to
sell (the “ask”). Finally, the customer decides whether to buy, sell, or pass. The dealer is compensated
for the burdens of liquidity provision – such as bearing inventory risk and screening agents for credit
quality – by a favourable gap between the quoted buy and sell prices, the “bid-ask spread.” Markets of
this structure, known as “over-the-counter” (or OTC) markets, have arisen naturally in contexts including
municipal and corporate bonds, derivatives, and equities. Though over-the-counter dealers are under no
formal obligation to provide liquidity, they tend to be reliable because otherwise their reputation – and
potentially their market share – will suffer.
Existing theory indicates that information is brought to the market by liquidity takers rather than
market makers. Among liquidity takers in FX, the evidence indicates that information comes from financial customers, especially leveraged investors. Information does not come from firms involved in
international trade, small individual traders, or governments/central banks (Bjønnes, Rime and Solheim,
2005; Evans and Lyons, 2006; Nolte and Nolte, 2009; Osler and Vandrovych, 2009; King, Sarno and Sojli, 2010; Bjønnes, Osler and Rime, 2011). To identify whether some category of participant is typically
informed, it is standard to examine whether their trades anticipate FX returns. If an agent consistently
tends to buy (sell) before prices rise (fall) and the subsequent price change tends to be at least partially
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permanent, researchers infer that the agent was trading based on information about the asset’s fundamental value. Academic studies have long indicated that FX dealers are informed. But until recently both
theory and practice assumed that this information originated entirely with end-customers (Evans and
Lyons, 2002). It is now recognized that dealers bring their own independent information to the market
(Bjønnes et al., 2011; Moore and Payne, 2011).

II.1

Who needs liquidity?

Traditionally, the end-customers routinely needing FX liquidity were non-dealer financial institutions on
one hand, and corporations and governments on the other. Over the last decade, the set of active FX endusers has been augmented by retail investors and by computer-automated traders known as “algorithmic”
traders.
Figure 2: FX spot market turnover by counterparty type
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Note: Figure shows the share of financial customers (left axis) and non-financial customers (right axis, dot-symbols) out of total spot trading.
Third group not shown in graph is dealers. G4-currencies (solid lines) are USD, EUR (DEM before 1999), JPY and GBP; Emerging market
currencies (dashed lines) are here MXN, KRW, RUB, PLN, TRL, TWD, INR, HUF, ZAR and BRL.

Until the mid-1980s, these two categories of end-customers each traded roughly equal amounts with
their FX dealers. Since then trading by corporate customers and governments has maintained an overall
market share of 17 percent on average, though this share naturally rises and falls with economic activity.
During the recessions of 2001 and 2010, for example, their share of activity fell to 15 percent. The
share of financial trading in total trading, by contrast, has risen steadily from 20 percent in 1998 to over
10

50 percent in 2010 (Figure 2). This trend partly reflects the rapid growth of trading on retail trading
platforms,10 which reached an estimated $125 to 150 billion per day in 2010, equivalent to 8 to 10
percent of global spot turnover (King and Rime, 2010). It also reflects rapid growth in algorithmic
trading, especially high-frequency trading. Though data on the extent of algorithmic trading are limited,
the survey reported in Section IV suggest that it now accounts for from one third to one half of trading
in the most liquid currencies.

II.1.1

Financial institutions

Financial institutions are a diverse category that includes hedge funds and other asset managers, regional
and local banks, broker-dealers, and central banks. Relative to corporate customers, financial institutions
trade larger amounts and hold FX positions for far longer. Financial institutions tend to be better informed
than other end-users as they have strong incentives to invest in information acquisition. Since financial
institutions use currencies primarily as a store of value, they gain or lose according to future changes in
the currency’s value.
Among financial institutions, leveraged institutional investors – meaning mostly hedge funds and
their close cousins the commodity trading advisors (CTAs) – appear to be best informed. This finding
seems logical since leveraged institutional investors face particularly intense incentives to acquire information. Hedge-fund managers are generally paid two percent of underlying assets as a flat annual fee
and 20 percent of investment returns. Leveraged currency funds, which grew dramatically during the late
1990s, are known to favour well-defined speculative strategies focused on four factors: fundamentals,
interest differentials (i.e. the carry trade), momentum, and volatility.
Unleveraged asset managers (“real-money investors”) include mutual funds, pension funds, endowments, and insurance firms. Perhaps surprisingly, such funds often pay little attention to the exchange
rate component of returns when choosing asset allocations (Taylor and Farstrup, 2006). Instead, they
concentrate on maximizing expected returns to foreign assets measured in the asset’s home currency.
This approach may be rational given ample evidence that major exchange rates are well-approximated
by a random walk. Some real-money investors outsource the management of FX exposures to currency
overlay managers, who focus on risk reduction, return maximization, or some combination of the two.
FX hedging has become more important among portfolio managers since the financial crisis (Melvin
and Prins, 2010). Market participants report that it is common to adopt a 50 percent hedge ratio, with
the hedge reset periodically (e.g. once a month). A 50 percent ratio minimizes “embarrassment risk,”
meaning the risk that a firm incurs either an absolute loss (when the rate moves adversely on an unhedged
10 Retail trading platforms, so-called retail aggregators, are reported as financial institutions. See more on retail aggregators
below.
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position) or an opportunity loss (when the rate moves favourably on a fully hedged position).
Private financial institutions dominate financial trading on a day-to-day basis, but central banks are
noteworthy participants nonetheless. When these public-sector institutions intervene to influence exchange rates, their trades are considered informed. Major dealing banks ensure they know of such trades
by cultivating their relationships with central banks. For example, dealers may share market intelligence
on a daily basis with these valued clients. Central banks also trade FX as part of the regular procurement process for military and other government functions. Such trades are not considered informative,
and central banks often ensure such trades are not confused with intervention by announcing them in
advance.11

II.1.2

Corporate customers

Corporate customers use FX markets to support the treasury operations associated with their core business activities such as mining, shipping, and manufacturing. As such, corporations primarily use foreign currencies as a medium of exchange, trade relatively small amounts, and hold these positions only
briefly. Most corporate customers choose not to engage in speculative FX trading – indeed some firms
explicitly prohibit it. Given their institutional goals, this restriction seems logical. FX forecasting is
not among a corporation’s “core competencies” so cultivating in-house speculative expertise can be illadvised (Goodhart, 1988). Further, creating a trading operation is expensive. Not only is it costly to
hire currency analysts and traders, it is expensive to hire the extra staff required to protect against “rogue
trader risk”, meaning the risk that a single trader brings down the firm (Osler, 2009).12 Even corporate
firms that hedge their foreign cash flows pay little attention to future exchange rate movements. A survey by Bodnar, Hayt and Marston (1998) finds that among corporations that hedge their exposures – as
most do – they typically choose hedge ratios between 40 and 50 percent and favour maturities below six
months. They also review their currency hedge ratios at most a few times each year. Since corporate
customers generally choose not to engage in speculative trading it is not surprising that their trades do
not anticipate short-term returns and are therefore not considered informative.
Corporations typically only use the FX markets for one side of each exposure. A US multinational
needing EUR to pay taxes in Germany, for example, sells it USD to buy the EUR in the FX market but
then delivers the currency directly to the German government, bypassing the FX market entirely. Similarly, a Japanese exporter of manufactured goods to the United States receives USD from the American
11 As an example, the Norges Bank trades on behalf of the Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM), which is
Norway’s sovereign wealth fund. These trades are announced in advance on-line (see: http://www.norges-bank.no/en/pricestability/foreign-exchange-purchases-for-gpfg/).
12 A few multinational corporations had FX trading desks as part of their treasury functions prior to the 2008-09 financial
crisis. Many of these has been closed afterwards.
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importer and then sells those USD in the FX market.

II.1.3

Retail investors

Historically, few private individuals have had sufficient net worth to qualify for a credit line at a FX
dealing bank. This barrier to entry effectively made the FX market an entirely wholesale market. Trading
by small investors was also discouraged by the relatively high bid-ask spreads on small trades, meaning
those below $1 million. Retail investors gained access to FX markets around the year 2000 with the
arrival of internet-based trading platforms tailored to their unique needs, so-called “retail aggregators”
(described below).
Retail investors primarily trade FX spot in the major currency pairs, although the number of emerging
market currencies offered is growing. These individuals or small institutions tend to focus on just one or
two currencies and to hold positions for very short time horizons, typically under a day. According to a
recent survey (CitiFX Pro, 2010), these traders find the FX market attractive in part because of its low
correlation with other markets, its high liquidity and its 24-hour market.
Retail traders should have strong incentives to be informed, since they trade for speculative purposes
and employ substantial leverage. The evidence indicates, however, that retail trades are not informed.
Their trades do not generally anticipate exchange rate returns (Nolte and Nolte, 2009) and the retail
traders themselves are generally unprofitable (Heimer and Simon, 2011). In 2011, Oanda.com claimed
that 48 percent of their retail customers were profitable. A systematic lack of trading acumen also
appears to characterize retail traders in equities (Barber and Odean, 2000, 2002; Linnainmaa, 2010).
Well-documented forces that might drive traders to stay active even when losing money include wishful
thinking and overconfidence (Oberlechner and Osler, 2011).

II.1.4

Algorithmic and high-frequency traders

Algorithmic trading is a form of electronic trading where a computer algorithm (or program) determines
an order-submission strategy and executes trades without human intervention (Chaboud, Chiquoine,
Hjalmarsson and Vega, 2009). Human involvement is limited to designing the algorithm (or algo),
monitoring it, and occasionally adjusting the trading parameters. Some algos simply automate existing strategies – for example, they break up large trades to minimize transaction costs – while others take
advantage of superior execution speeds such as high-frequency trading.
High-frequency trading relies on their technological advantage to exploit small price discrepancies
across different online trading platforms. The time to execute a high-frequency trade is measured in
milliseconds (where it takes 100 milliseconds to blink). Speed is so essential that high-frequency traders
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co-locate their computer servers as geographically close to the pricing engines of leading electronic
trading platforms as possible. Popular high-frequency strategies include triangular arbitrage and covered
interest rate arbitrage. More commonly, high-frequency traders simply pick off dealers’ posted quotes
that are briefly out of line with the market due to slight time delays between trade instructions and
execution (known as “price latency arbitrage”).

II.2

Who provides liquidity?

Historically, liquidity in currency markets was provided exclusively by the bigger commercial and investment banks. Over the past decade the spectrum of formal liquidity providers has expanded to include
global custodial banks, retail aggregators, and high-frequency traders. The extent to which these new
agents are informed has not been studied.

II.2.1

FX dealers

As they have for decades, FX dealers earn income by taking speculative positions and by providing liquidity to customers. Speculation is typically the responsibility of interbank traders, whose positions are
only held open a few minutes or hours, and proprietary traders, whose positions are held open for longer
periods (Bjønnes and Rime, 2005). Salespeople, who are responsible for maintaining good relationships
with customers, are the third major group on a trading floor. To align the interests of FX dealers with
those of bank shareholders, dealers receive bonuses tied to their individual profits and the profits of the
entire trading floor while their individual risk-taking is constrained by position and loss limits.
Historically, the largest dealing banks earned substantial revenue from both speculative trading and
liquidity provision for customers; the smaller dealing banks, by contrast, primarily earned income from
customer service (Mende and Menkhoff, 2006). Since the 2007-2009 global financial crisis, proprietary
FX trading activity has shrunk dramatically, discouraged by intensified regulatory scrutiny and a smaller
appetite for risk. A few top dealers now report that liquidity provision for customers is their biggest
source of FX revenue.
When not servicing customers, dealers have historically preferred to trade on the fast and inexpensive
interdealer market. In the 1980s and early 1990s, interdealer trading represented over 60 percent of spot
FX trades. In recent years this fraction (the residual of the two shares presented in Figure 2) has declined
steadily and it was most recently estimated at only 35 percent (BIS, 2010). Reasons for this decline are
discussed at length in Section III and include greater market transparency and heightened efficiency in
matching trades electronically.
Interdealer trading can be carried out either directly in the over-the-counter market or indirectly via
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FX limit-order markets run by FX brokers (Lyons, 1995). In over-the-counter markets, all trades take
place through designated market makers. In limit-order markets, no agents are specifically tasked with
providing liquidity. Every agent can either supply (“make”) liquidity by placing a limit order, or demand
(“take”) liquidity by entering a market order. Limit orders indicate the prices at which an agent is willing
to buy (bid) or sell (offer/ask) a specific quantity. The set of outstanding limit orders, which represents the
existing liquidity supply, is known as the “limit order book.” Orders remain in the limit order book until
executed or cancelled. The best bid or ask prices are known as “the quotes,” and the quantity available
at the quotes is the market’s “depth.” Trades occur when another dealer indicates that s/he wishes to
trade immediately by placing a “market order.” Market orders are executed against limit orders in the
book, beginning with the best-priced limit order and, for large quantities, moving to limit orders with
successively less attractive prices.
Interdealer bid-ask spreads in the major currencies are typically 0.5 to 2.0 pips; those on less liquid
currencies, particularly those with exchange controls, can reach 40 pips (Osler, Mende and Menkhoff,
2011). These spreads, like spreads in equity and bond markets, are influenced by inventory risk, as
indicated by the positive cross-sectional relation between average spreads and average market volatility
(Bollerslev and Melvin, 1994). Nonetheless, the forces that drive FX interdealer spreads vary in striking
ways from those that drive equity and bond spreads. FX interdealer spreads are highest during the short
overnight period when trading is light and volatility is low. By contrast, spreads in equity and bond
markets are typically highest at the market open, when trading and volatility are highest. This difference
has been traced to the absence of regulation – and specifically the absence of formal opening and closing
hours – in FX (Osler and Yusim, 2009).
Dealers generally prefer to have zero inventories, so after they trade with a customer the dealer
typically passes any accumulated inventory quickly onto other dealers (Lyons, 1995; Bjønnes and Rime,
2005). Based on pre-2000 data, estimated inventory half-lives range from a minute for dealers at large
banks (Bjønnes and Rime, 2005) to 12 minutes for dealers at small banks (Osler et al., 2011). In recent
years these speeds will have come down sharply due to the advance of electronic trading technologies.
If a dealer passes inventory to another dealer, that second dealer will typically lay the position off on yet
another dealer in a process known as “hot potato trading” (Lyons, 1997). In other words, the position
continues to move until some dealer lays the risk off onto its own customers. In this respect, the FX
market differs from some other over-the-counter markets, such as the US municipal bond market or the
European government bond market, where dealers “warehouse the risk” and eliminate the inventory via
later customer trades, shading their quoted prices to attract trades in their preferred direction (Dunne,
Hau and Moore, 2008).
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Dealers are perhaps the best-informed agents in FX markets. Not only does their order flow anticipate
returns (Rime, Sarno and Sojli, 2010), but it does so better than the trades of any individual group
including leveraged investors (Osler and Vandrovych, 2009). This advantage is thought to reflect, at least
in part, the dealers’ extensive networks of financial customers. If so, then larger dealers should be better
informed than smaller dealers, a prediction that is supported by evidence (Bjønnes et al., 2011).
To increase the amount of customer information coming their way, dealers have historically quoted
narrower spreads for larger trades and for financial-customer trades (Osler et al., 2011; Ding, 2009). This
pattern is the opposite of that observed in prominent equity markets such as the NYSE. As discussed in
Osler et al. (2011), these dealer choices could also be influenced by fixed operating costs and the dealers’
stronger bargaining power relative to their least informed customers.
Recent evidence suggests that dealers generate some market-relevant information independently of
their customers (Bjønnes et al., 2011). Consistent with this, Moore and Payne (2011) find that dealers
specializing in liquid dollar rates can forecast both order-flow, which is known to drive returns, and the
component of returns that is uncorrelated with flow.

II.2.2

Global custodian banks

Large asset managers typically hire administrators or “custodians” who track their assets, calculate portfolio values, process dividend and interest payments, buy and sell assets, and settle trades. When they
need to trade foreign currencies, real-money investors typically do not contact the major banks. Instead,
they trade with their custodian, motivated largely by administrative efficiency (DuCharme, 2007).
Consistent with standard practice in the broader FX market, custodial FX trades are handled on a
principal basis. Global custodians thus provide a second layer of FX market-making services. The
custodian provides liquidity to its clients and in turn counts on receiving liquidity from its regular dealing
banks. The custodian charges its clients a mark-up over the prices it pays in the interbank market.
Bid-ask spreads on custodial FX trades average a striking 30-40 basis points more than interbank
spreads (Osler et al., 2011). This has been traced to the relative opacity of these trades. Typically, when
a fund manager instructs its “fund accountant” at the custodian to buy or sell a foreign asset, the order
includes instructions to carry out any required FX transactions. As a consequence, the custodian’s client
gets very little information about the trade; it learns the price actually paid with a delay of days or even
weeks and it learns no information at all about the time of the trade or the effective bid-ask spread. This
opacity makes it difficult for the fund to monitor execution quality.
In recent years, institutional investors are focusing much more on the costs of their FX trades. Transaction cost analysis is a growing business and increasingly a requirement for pension funds and other
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fiduciaries.
Research has not yet examined whether the interbank trades of global custodians are informed, but
this could well vary across custodians. Small and mid-sized custodians typically focus exclusively on
customer service and their customer trades may not be highly informative since they serve few leveraged
investors (Osler et al., 2011). The custodial business has become increasingly concentrated, however,
and some large custodians intentionally gather market-relevant information from customers to support
speculative position-taking (Ramadorai, 2008).

II.2.3

Retail aggregators

The emergence of retail FX trading in recent years was enabled by the development of a new type of
financial intermediary, the retail aggregator. Retail aggregators operate exclusively over internet trading
platforms, bundling small retail trades into larger trades that can be handled conveniently by dealing
banks. Some retail aggregators act purely as FX brokers, matching retail trades with quotes from banks.
Other retail aggregators combine a broker model with a dealer model; they match some trades but strategically act as the counterparty for others. Retail aggregators typically provide their customers with leverage, which can range up to 200 percent. They protect themselves against default by insisting that each
retail customer posts an initial cash deposit (“margin”). When a trade is executed, the retail aggregator
settles it against the margin in the customer’s account. When the margin in the retail customer’s account
is exhausted, the retail aggregator liquidates the retail customer’s positions and closes the account immediately. This behaviour allows retail aggregators to avoid taking on credit risk from their customers, who
must therefore monitor their own trading activity closely.

II.3

Asymmetric information and exchange rate determination

For exchange rate modelling it is important to know not just which agents bring information to the market
but also how their information becomes embedded in the market price. In FX markets, this process
appears to have at least three steps. First, end-customers reveal their information to market makers
indirectly by trading with them. Second, the information becomes embedded in interdealer prices. Third,
the information is disseminated widely as quotes in the customer segment of the FX market are adjusted
to reflect the new interdealer prices.
The process through which dealers learn information from their customers has already been described. To examine the next step in this process, consider how a dealer adjusts her position after providing liquidity to a customer. As discussed earlier, a dealer that has bought currency from a customer
then sells that currency in the interdealer market. The dealer will be especially anxious to trade quickly
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and aggressively after trading with informed customers (Osler et al., 2011; Bjønnes et al., 2011). An
informed customer’s purchase implies that the price is likely to rise. If the dealer is short the appreciating currency as a result of the trade, the inventory position represents a bad risk. If the customer is
uninformed, however, the dealer has no strong reason for trading aggressively as there is a 50-50 chance
that the associated inventory position will be a winner.
Consistent with this hypothetical dealer behaviour, Osler et al. (2011) provide evidence that, after
customer trades, dealers are more likely to trade aggressively and in the same direction as the customer
if the customer is informed. Similarly, Bjønnes et al. (2011) provide evidence that dealers with larger
networks of financial customers tend to trade more aggressively, on average. By contrast, the average
aggressiveness of dealer trades is not influenced by the extent of their trading with corporations or governments.
To connect this dealer behaviour to price discovery, note that when a dealer sells aggressively she
trades at the lower, less attractive bid price. The downward movement of the interdealer price is consistent with the information implied by the initial informed-customer sale that the price is likely to decline.
The interdealer price thus naturally moves to embed the information brought to the market by endcustomers. The price shift can be sustained because other dealers move their own quotes in parallel
when they observe the interdealer trade (Goodhart, Ito and Payne, 1996). The interdealer price shift
will immediately influence the prices quoted to customers because these are typically set as a mark-up
relative to the interdealer price.
The contemporaneous relationship between daily FX returns and order flow provides evidence consistent with this view of price discovery. Order flow is defined as the net of aggressive buy trades and
aggressive sell trades. The contemporaneous relationship between order flow and daily FX returns is
positive for financial customers, as one would expect since their individual buy (sell) trades are typically
followed by price rises (declines). Dealer order flow also has a positive contemporaneous relationship
with daily FX returns.
Since corporate customers are generally uninformed, the price discovery process just described
should imply that FX returns are unrelated to corporate order flow. But the contemporaneous relationship between FX returns and corporate order flow is actually negative. That is, on days when corporate
customers are net buyers (sellers) of a currency, FX returns are negative (positive) (Lyons, 2001; Evans
and Lyons, 2006; Marsh and O’Rourke, 2005; Bjønnes et al., 2005).
The intraday response of corporate customers to changing currency values explains the negative
contemporaneous relationship with daily FX returns. Corporate customers are motivated to buy imports
inexpensively or to sell exports lucratively. Once a currency has declined in value, imports are less
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expensive; after a currency gains in value, the effective mark-up on exports is higher. Thus changes
in exchange rates elicit trading responses from corporate customers. Corporate customers can respond
nimbly, even though they do not normally monitor the market closely, by using “take-profit” orders,
effectively hiring the dealer to monitor the market for them (Osler, 2005, 2003).13
Because of their different trading motivations, financial and corporate customers appear to play different roles in exchange rate determination. Sager and Taylor (2006) use a “push-pull” metaphor. When
push agents sell a currency to FX dealers, the currency typically depreciates. The depreciation serves to
“pull” other agents into the market as buyers. This process has a similar flavour to the model suggested
by Evans and Lyons (2002), though their “push” agents are uninformed financial customers and their
“pull” agents are risk-averse investors. The evidence suggests, instead, that the push agents tend to be
informed financial customers and the pull agents tend to be non-speculative traders.
Corporate customers can also be viewed as unintentional providers of “overnight liquidity” to the
market. Dealers provide “immediate liquidity,” trading with customers on the assumption that the associated inventory can be offloaded within the day. But since FX dealers typically end the day with zero
inventory, if some end-customers are net buyers on a given day, other end-customers must be net sellers.
This second group of customers effectively provides overnight liquidity. The evidence reported above
suggests that financial customers tend to demand overnight liquidity and corporate customers tend to
supply it.
This analysis of liquidity provision has two key implications for the design of exchange rate models.
First, models must include non-financial agents as well as speculative agents (“investors”). Second,
models cannot focus on stock holdings of currencies. It has long been thought that models based on stock
positions are equivalent to models based on flows, since flows are simply the first difference of stocks.
However, not all flows matter for exchange rate determination. Exchange rates are only influenced by the
flows that pass through the currency markets. And, as noted earlier, currency-market flows include only
half of the currency flows generated by corporate customers: when such agents open and then close a FX
position, only one leg of the round trip involves the FX market. In short, the first difference of currency
holdings are not equivalent to the flows that drive exchange rates.

III

Electronic trading revolution in FX markets

The electronic trading revolution in FX has transformed the market’s structure while improving market
quality, in particular transparency and transaction costs. This section describes this transformation, which
proceeded in two stages. In the first, electronic trading platforms essentially replaced the telephone.
13 A

take-profit order instructs a dealer to buy (sell) a specified amount if the price falls (rises) to a certain level.
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In the second stage, market participants developed previously unanticipated ways to exploit the new
technology.
To help clarify the structures Figure 3 provides a stylized depiction of the FX market structure at
different points in time. In each frame, the interdealer market is represented by the shaded box and the
customer market is the area outside the shaded box. Channels for transacting FX are numbered arrows.
Solid lines represent voice channels for trading over the telephone, while dotted lines represent electronic
execution methods.

III.1

The telephone era

Currency trading was a sleepy business before exchange rates began floating in the early 1970s. As the
business took off, FX trading in the over-the-counter market was handled via telephone lines. Figure 3(a)
provides a stylized depiction of the market during this period. A customer (C) wishing to trade would
call an FX dealer (D) and ask for his current bid and ask quotes. Based on the quotes the customer
would decide whether to buy the base currency, sell it, or “pass” without trading. Confirmation involved
the physical exchange of paperwork between the two back offices. This back-office processing was
paper-based, cumbersome and prone to human error.
In the interdealer market, dealers could call each other directly (line 1) or they could remain anonymous by placing an order with a voice broker (VB) (line 2). The voice brokers shouted the best available
bid and ask prices into open multi-party phone lines that ended in small speakers known as “squawk
boxes” on the desks of each dealer. Some emerging market currencies that are relatively illiquid are still
traded this way.
The FX markets were fairly opaque during this period, since information about FX-trades was proprietary to the two counterparties. The only market-wide source of information was the ongoing announcement of quotes by the voice brokers. Major banks had small networks with implicit agreements to quote
tight bid-ask spreads, while smaller banks paid wider spreads. To gather information dealers often called
each other asking for quotes, a practice that required them sometimes to trade. Dealers would also call
each other to pass off unwanted inventory positions – which the second dealer would in turn pass to a
third dealer and so on – through a process known as hot-potato trading (Lyons, 1997). For these and
other reasons, interdealer trading exceeded half of all trading.

III.2

The rise of the computer

Electronic trading platforms first transformed the interdealer market during the late 1980s and then
reached the customer market in the 1990s. Most of these computer systems merely replaced the tele20

Figure 3: Evolution of FX market structure
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phone, leaving the dealer-customer relationship largely intact.

III.2.1

Electronic trading in the interdealer market

In 1987, Reuters launched a system for bilateral trades between dealers now known as Thomson Reuters
Dealing (line 5). Though in principle it merely replaced telephone conversations with typed messages, it
was speedier and more efficient for the dealers and it enhanced operating efficiency by creating electronic
trading records, so it quickly became the dominant tool for interdealer trading (Rime, 2003).
Transparency in the interdealer market was enhanced by a roughly contemporary Reuters product,
the “FXFX” page. This computer page was essentially a screen that provided dealers’ indicative quotes
for liquid currencies in real time, providing a one-stop-shop for up-to-date price information from many
dealers. For roughly a decade, FXFX was the dealers’ main source of FX price information for the most
liquid currencies.
In 1992, Reuters introduced the first electronic limit-order market to FX, now known as Thomson
Reuters Matching. Other banks, worried that Reuters might monopolize interdealer trading, formed a
consortium and introduced another such platform a year later, the Electronic Broking Service (EBS).
With the launch of these competing electronic brokers (EB), dealers could now trade anonymously and
electronically, as shown by line 4 in Figure 3(b). Dealers preferred the anonymity of these platforms to
direct interdealer trading because it allowed them to work off positions without tipping off their competitors. A trader at, say, Deutsche Bank, would see the EBS screen but would not know the identity of
the banks placing the limit orders (say, Citibank).14 Dealers also preferred these trading platforms to the
voice brokers because they were faster and more operationally efficient.
By the end of the 1990s the electronic brokers dominated interdealer trading in the liquid currencies.
Due to network externalities, liquidity naturally gravitated to just one platform for each currency. EBS
has long dominated interbank trading for the EUR, JPY, and CHF, while Reuters dominates the GBP,
AUD, CAD, and the Scandinavian currencies. Voice brokers remain important for less liquid currencies
– which are not traded over electronic brokers – so in 2010 they still accounted for 10 percent of global
spot FX trading.
The introduction of interdealer limit-order markets reduced trading costs for small banks, since the
anonymous trading environment did not permit price discrimination. The electronic brokers also enhanced market transparency because limit-order prices are “firm” so the brokers’ best bid and ask quotes
provided a more reliable signal of “the market” than the indicative quotes of the FXFX page. Posttrade transparency was enhanced because the electronic brokers also reported trades more efficiently
14 To ensure that dealers only trade with creditworthy counterparties, FX brokers screen every quote, comparing the existing
exposure of a quoting bank (Citi) to its existing credit line with the potentially observing bank (Deutsche).
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than voice brokers. The effect of electronic brokers on trading volume has been ambiguous, however.
Electronic brokers match counterparties more efficiently and may have reduced passing of unwanted inventories among dealers (so-called hot-potato trading). On the other hand, by lowering execution costs
the electronic brokers may have encouraged more speculative trading.
The electronic revolution in FX encompasses trade processing as well as trading itself. In the late
1990s, the market came to recognize the dangerously high level of settlement risk – the most important
operational risk in FX. For the largest FX dealing banks, exposure to even a single counterparty can
exceed bank capital. Given the interconnected nature of the financial system, a failure to settle a large
FX trade could trigger a string of defaults. Settlement risk arises because traditionally the transfer of
the currency across borders occurs during the normal working hours of its home central bank. If one
leg of a FX transaction settles before the other, the party still waiting for settlement faces the risk of
counterparty default (Lindley, 2008). This risk was realized in 1974 when Germany’s Herstatt Bank
failed after markets closed in Europe but before their US dollar funds had been transferred to other
banks. FX settlement risk is therefore commonly known as “Herstatt risk”.
Around 1997 a consortium of 74 banks began designing a new electronic settlement system that
would address settlement risk. In 2002 “Continuous Linked Settlement” (CLS) Bank began operation
(Galati, 2002). CLS Bank reduces Herstatt risk by settling both legs of every trade simultaneously. They
also net payments across member banks prior to transferring funds, a process known as multilateral
netting. As a result, only 4 percent of the aggregate value traded must actually be transferred to complete
settlement. CLS Bank has become an integral part of today’s FX market. In 2010 it settled roughly 43
percent of spot FX transactions and it continues to expand the number of currencies it settles and its
institutional membership.15 The success of CLS Bank in minimizing settlement risk was demonstrated
by the smooth handling of FX trades following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers – a leading FX
dealing bank – in September 2008.16

III.2.2

Electronic trading for end-customers

By the middle of the 1990s, bid-ask spreads on FX trades had narrowed in the interbank market but
they remained unchanged for end-customers, enabling dealers to reap enhanced profits. This profitability spurred intensified competition for customer business and an explosion of new electronic trading
platforms targeting customers. With the launch of these electronic trading platforms, the telephone became largely irrelevant to anyone trading liquid currencies. At the same time, the FX market’s structure
15 This

figure emerges from comparing CLS Bank data with the 2010 Triennial Survey.
17 September 2008, CLS Bank handled more than 1.5 million payment instructions with a gross value of $8.6 trillion
– a new record, with no market disruption.
16 On
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became complex and multi-layered, defying easy classification.
As depicted in Figure 3(c), trading is now fragmented across many venues. The strict separation
between the two tiers of the FX market – interdealer and customer – has broken down with the advent
of multibank trading systems (MBT) (line 6) and FX prime brokerage (PB) (line 7). Prime brokerage
is a dealer-customer arrangement that allows end-customers such as hedge funds to transact directly in
the interdealer market, either directly (line 7) or via electronic brokers (line 8). Customers increasingly
trade with dealers on proprietary trading systems, known as single-bank trading systems (SBT) (line 9).
Meanwhile, retail aggregators (RA) are a new class of agents that provide allow retail customers to trade
FX economically (line 10).
Electronic trading for end-customers began around 1996 when the global custodian State Street
launched its proprietary electronic platform, FX Connect. This system simply replaced the telephone
with an electronic connection and thus had no effect on either transparency or bid-ask spreads in the FX
markets. Nonetheless, it allowed State Street and its customers to handle trades more efficiently and with
lower operational risk.
Around 1999, as the US dot-com boom was reaching its peak, a number of independent (non-bank)
firms began a more momentous shift in FX markets by launching electronic trading platforms for FX that
targeted end-customers. These “multibank trading systems” (MBT) allowed customers to trade directly
with a range of dealers over proprietary computer networks (line 6). The first such platform, Currenex
launched in 1999, extended the existing FX markets in a natural direction. Instead of calling individual
banks in sequence to find the best quote, customers could send a “request-for-quote” (RFQ) to many
FX dealers simultaneously. Dealers were required to respond within a few seconds, and end-customers
would then trade with the dealer of their choice. In 2000 State Street made FX Connect available to
end-users beyond its own customer base, effectively turning it into a multibank trading system. Table 5
provides an overview of the leading multibank trading systems for FX.
Other new entrants, such as Hotspot FX (2000) and Lava (2001), introduced electronic limit-order
markets, allowing end-customers to trade anonymously. These platforms permit end-customers to make
liquidity – by placing limit orders – as well as to take it. Since the supply of liquidity from customers
could potentially dry up at times, these platforms contract with the dealers to stream continuous quotes.
The major banks responded to competition from these new entrants in a number of ways. First,
dealers banded together to create their own competitive entrants. A consortium of banks created FXall,
a major multibank request-for-quote system, in 2001. Second, existing platforms have acquired some of
the independent platforms. Currenex, for example, was acquired by State Street in 2007 while Lava was
acquired by FXall.
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Table 5: Overview of largest multibank trading systems for customers
Instruments that can be traded
Launched

Spot

Forwards

NDFs

a) Request-for-quote service
State Street’s FXConnect
1996
y
FXall
2001
y
y
y
360 Trading Networks
2002
y
y
y
Reuters Trading for FX
2005
y
b) Pre-trade anonymous limit order book
Thomson Reuters Matching
1992
y
y
y
EBS
1993
y
y
Currenex
1999
y
Hotspot FX
2000
y
Lava
2001
y
y
y

Options

y

y

Swaps
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Note: Thomson Reuters Matching and EBS started as interdealer electronic brokers and was opened for customers via prime brokerage in 2005
and 2004 respectively. Currenex was acquired by State Street in 2007.

Most importantly, the major banks invested heavily in developing proprietary electronic trading platforms for their customers, known as single-bank trading systems (SBT). UBS launched FX Trader in
2000, followed by Barclays’ BARX in 2001. Deutsche Bank’s Autobahn, developed in 1996 to allow
real-time trading of US treasury securities, added FX trading in 2002. Goldman Sachs launched its
offering in 2003. Citigroup was a relative late-arrival, launching Velocity in 2006. Some single-bank
trading systems allow customers to enter orders at the daily fixing price or for delayed dealing. On other
systems, dealers provide “streaming prices” based on interbank quotes and their proprietary customer
trades. Customers can tailor trades to their specific needs with just a few key strokes and buy spot FX
at the click of a mouse. Figure 4 shows a screen print of Barclay’s BARX, illustrating what customers
typically see on such platforms.
The advent of customer-focused electronic trading has brought a significant dispersal of trading
across platforms, as shown in Table 6. In the 1980s only three out of the five listed platform-types
were available, in the 1990s electronic brokers became available for the interbank market, while today
both dealers and customers trade side-by-side on several platforms.
The advent of electronic trading for end-customers has had welcome effects on most measures
of market quality while simultaneously bringing a perhaps worrying increase in market concentration
among dealers. We finish this section by reviewing these consequences.

Enhanced transparency

Pre-trade transparency is greater now that single-bank and multibank trading

systems stream prices continuously. Customers can now monitor developments in FX markets directly
rather than relying on their dealers. Pre-trade transparency has also been enhanced by the extensive real25
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Note: Screenshot of the BarX platform of Barclays Capital. From the “Sheet-bar” at top we see all the instruments configured for trading in this particular screen. The upper left panel show a window for spot-trading where we
notice that the GBP/USD and the EUR/USD is quoted with five decimals, while USD/JPY is quoted with three decimals. Earlier it was custom to quote with four and two decimals, respectively.

Figure 4: Barclays BARX single-bank trading system

Table 6: Execution methods for FX trading (% shares)
Interdealer
direct

Voice
broker

Electronic
broker

Customer
direct

Multibank
trading
system

Total

All FX instruments
UK, US and Japan
Next 7 countries
Remaining 43 countries

15
24
29

16
19
11

19
17
24

39
31
25

12
10
10

100
100
100

Spot only
UK, US and Japan
- Dealers
Next 7 countries
- Dealers
Remaining 43 countries

12
29
20
37
27

8
10
11
7
8

27
34
20
28
27

36
16
39
15
28

16
11
11
13
10

100
100
100
100
100

FX swaps only
UK, US and Japan
Next 7 countries
Remaining 43 countries

18
26
33

28
23
15

15
17
22

32
25
18

7
9
12

100
100
100

Note: When comparing national results, FX turnover is on a “net-gross” basis (i.e., only adjusting for local inter-dealer double-counting).
“Next 7 countries” are, in descending order of global FX activity: Singapore; Switzerland; Hong Kong SAR; Australia; France; Denmark and
Germany. “Inter-dealer direct” are trades directly between reporting dealers executed either electronically or by telephone, and “Customer
direct” are all direct trades between a customer and a dealer executed either by telephone or on a single-bank trading system. Source: BIS
Triennial FX Survey.

time information about limit-order books available on some of the anonymous platforms. Hotspot FX,
for example, presents prices and depth at every available level.
Most electronic systems permit customers to record market prices at the time of trade execution
and the price impact of their trades. As a result they can begin to carry out transaction cost analysis,
a practice in which agents statistically examine their transaction costs to identify potential sources of
efficiency. Transaction cost analysi is already common in equity markets, where may consider it essential
to responsible asset management. In FX this practice has not yet been widely embraced because it was
infeasible until recently.

Improved operating efficiency

Electronic trading enables “straight-through processing” (STP), whereby

trades entered electronically can likewise be cleared and settled electronically. Because straight-through
processing involves no paperwork and little human intervention, it is almost error free and thus dramatically lowers operational costs and risk.

Narrower bid-ask spreads The introduction of electronic trading for customers quickly brought narrower spreads for end-customers. In the 1980s and 1990s, when the FX market was opaque, the spreads
paid by corpotate customers on small trades were reportedly as large as 20 times interdealer spreads
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(Goodhart, Love, Payne and Rime, 2002; Bjønnes and Rime, 2005). Even in 2001 corporate spreads on
small trades were still three times interdealer spreads or more (Osler et al., 2011). By now, this difference
in bid-ask spreads between the two FX market segments has almost disappeared.
Customer electronic trading platforms have pushed down bid-ask spreads in the interdealer market,
as well, by lowering dealers’ operating costs. Lower operating costs, in turn, have meant that certain
cross-rates can now be traded directly at tight bid-ask spreads (e.g. EUR/AUD and AUD/JPY). As
shown in Figure 5, interdealer spreads were on the order of 3 basis points in the mid-1990s but within
a decade they had narrowed to roughly 1 pip (or $100 for a round trip transaction of EUR $1 million,
which remains the minimum trade size on electronic brokers). In some of the most liquid markets, such
as EUR/USD, bid-ask spreads during active trading are often narrower than one pip. In 2011, one of the
major interdealer brokers, EBS, moved to fractional-pip pricing but its competitor Thomson Reuters did
not. While EBS is appealing to algorithmic traders, Thomson Reuters is responding to objections from
its manual-trading customers who prefer to see a greater depth of book on their screens.
Figure 5: Relative bid-ask spread by currency: Jan 1995 - Dec 2006
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Note: Bid-ask spread in basis-points of mid-quote for several currencies against the USD. All relative spreads shown exhibit negative correlation
with a time trend. Source: Olsen and Associates.

Bid-ask spreads in the custodial segment have until recently resisted the tendency to decline. Beginning in October of 2009, however, a number of lawsuits were filed claiming that global custodian banks
had overcharged their clients on FX trades. The costs of non-negotiated FX trades by global custodians
reportedly dropped by 63% in 2010 relative to earlier years (Diamond, 2011).
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Rising market concentration among dealers Customer electronic trading has prompted a striking
increase in concentration among FX dealers (Figure 6). Because banks have been forced to invest heavily
in trading technology even while quoting tighter bid-ask spreads, small banks now find it unprofitable to
make markets in the major currencies. Between 1998 and 2010, the top three banks’ share of FX trading
rose from 19 percent to 40 percent as reported in the annual Euromoney survey. Despite this increasing
concentration, small and regional banks continue to make markets in their local currencies, profiting
from their local expertise and comparative advantage in the provision of credit to their customers.
Figure 6: Market concentration. Number of banks covering x% market share.
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Note: Dots, measured on right axis, represents number of banks covering 75% of the market according to the BIS Triennial Survey. The dots
are weighted average of a selection of 14 countries, where share of the total volume of these 14 countries is used as weight. Lines, on left axis,
measure the number of banks covering 60 and 75% of the market using the annual survey by the Euromoney.

III.3

Recent developments in electronic trading

Once the telephone had been replaced by electronic connections, traders began to identify creative new
ways to exploit the potential of electronic trading. Large banks have aggressively moved to internalize
trades and to profile their customers. They also provide hedge fund customers with prime brokerage
services and regional-bank customers with white-labelling of their proprietary trading platforms. Meanwhile, independent proprietary trading firms have developed innovative ways of trading on electronic
platforms, such as algorithmic trading.
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III.3.1

Innovations by the major dealing banks

White labelling

Though many small banks have withdrawn from market making in the most liquid

currencies, they ensure their customers have access to liquidity by providing the single-bank trading
platforms of major banks under their own name. This practice, called “white labelling,” has numerous
advantages for the major banks. First, it lets them view the small banks’ trading flows – and to extract
any relevant information – without the expense of evaluating each counterparty’s creditworthiness. It
also provides major banks with a new revenue stream, supporting the investments required to develop
their single-bank trading systems. The extent of white labelling is indicated in Table 7, which shows that
the combined market share of the three largest single-bank trading platforms, at roughly 70%, is double
the overall market share of the three largest banks, at roughly 35%.
Table 7: Average market share and years with top-10 ranking for single-bank platforms

Deutsche Bank (Autobahn)
UBS (FX Trader)
Barclays Capital (BARX)
Citi (Velocity)
JPMorgan (MorganDirect)
Goldman Sachs (REDI)
RBS (SmartPrime)
HSBC (HSBCnet FXHub)
Credit Suisse (PrimeTrade FX)
Morgan Stanley (Passport)

Share (%)

#Top 10

36
22
12
6
3
3
3
2
2
2

7
7
7
7
3
5
6
7
3
2

Note: The table show the average market share (in percentage points) since 2004 up to 2010. The column “#Top 10” states how many years,
out of the seven possible years, that a bank’s single-bank platform has ranked top-10. Source: Euromoney FX Survey.

Internalization of customer trades

Given the rising market share of the largest dealers, they now have

sufficient flow to systematically internalize customer trades. If customer A calls to sell a quantity of JPY,
the bank will hold those JPY in inventory until customers B and C call to buy JPY, rather than unloading
the position in the interdealer market. Electronic trades can be especially profitable to internalize because
algorithms allow banks to capture the bid-ask spread with less market risk. Any trades that cannot be
matched internally are passed to the dealer’s trading desk, where the inventory risk can be managed as
before in interdealer markets. In 2007, fewer than 25 percent of trades were internalized in this way.
Today, the top FX dealers are reportedly matching 80 percent or more of customer trades on their own
books. Internalization is another factor contributing to the declining share of interdealer trading in overall
trading.
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Customer profiling

Banks have begun to exploit their new digital trading records to profile the trades

of each customer. Dealers examine these data statistically to distinguish three types of trades: (i) directional flows; (ii) non-directional flows; and (iii) predatory high-frequency trades. Directional flows
are customer trades that are typically associated with subsequent movements in exchange rates and are
therefore considered informed. Dealers can use the information embedded in these informed trades either
to reduce inventory risk or to guide their speculative position-taking. Non-directional (or uninformed)
flows refer to client transactions that are not associated with any predictable price movements. Dealers
can safely hold trades with uninformed customers in their inventory and then cross them against other
end-customer trades, allowing the dealers to earn the full bid-ask spread. Predatory flows are discussed
in greater detail below.

Prime brokerage Leveraged investors have begun trading directly in the interbank markets via prime
brokerage arrangements with the biggest dealers. Prime brokerage clients trade with other dealers in the
prime broker’s name using the prime broker’s existing credit lines (Figure 3, line 7), a privilege for which
they pay a fee based on trading volume. Any trades executed with FX dealers other than the prime broker
are “given up” to the prime broker, who becomes the counterparty to both legs of the trade. Hedge fund
Z, for example, might pay Bank of America to be its prime broker, thereby gaining access to the EBS and
Thomson Reuters trading platforms. After Z buys AUD from, say, HSBC, Bank of America becomes the
seller of AUD to Z and the buyer of AUD from HSBC.
For the large banks, prime brokerage arrangements generate new, fee-based revenue that leverages
their technology and operating infrastructure. The benefits to end-customers are more varied. Endcustomers gain leverage, consolidated settlement, clearing, and reporting services.17 Since many hedge
funds have a limited credit history, prime brokerage arrangements provide access to new counterparties and new trading platforms. Prime brokerage also permits a more efficient use of their collateral for
margin relationships, since positions can be netted, and reduces operational and settlement risk. Finally
prime brokerage provides customers with anonymity, as their counterparties often do not know the identity behind a prime brokerage trade. By contrast, hedge funds do not enjoy anonymity when they trade
directly with their banks. Historically some major hedge funds have been concerned that banks would
either front run their trades or share information about their activity with others in the market.18
Prime brokerage, like many innovations in FX, initially took root in equity and bond markets, which
may help explain why the growth of FX prime brokerage has been startlingly rapid. Close to 30 percent
of spot transactions in London were executed via a prime brokerage relationship in April 2010, up from
17 For

more details on FX prime brokerage, see www.ny.frb.org/fxc/2005/fxc051219a.pdf.
Quantum Funds has required banks with which it trades to sign special confidentiality agreements.

18 Soros’s
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just 15 percent in 2008.19

III.3.2

Innovations by end-customers

Algorithmic trading Algorithmic (or algo) trading, described in Section II, emerged naturally once
end-customers had access to sophisticated electronic trading systems. A key turning point came in 2003
when the electronic broker EBS provided an automated interface (AI) to banks, allowing banks to receive streaming price quotes electronically. This innovation opened the door to algorithmic trading in
interdealer markets. A few years later, in response to competition from multibank trading systems, EBS
and Reuters extended this service to banks’ major customers. This development gave hedge funds and
other proprietary traders access to interdealer markets for the first time. As shown in Figure 7, the share
of algorithmic trading on the interdealer brokers has grown rapidly and now exceeds 50 percent.
Figure 7: Share of algorithmic trading on EBS and Thomson Reuters Dealing
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Note: Moving-average of share of trades involving at least one machine using gross volumes. Panel a: Fifty-day moving average of machineshare on EBS for EUR/USD, USD/JPY and EUR/JPY. Source: Chaboud et al. (2009).
Panel b: 7-week moving average of machine-share on Reuters D3000 for EUR/NOK. The shaded area marks where the two graphs have
overlapping observations.

High-frequency trading

As discussed in Section II, algorithmic trading has spawned a new form of

trading, called high-frequency trading. High-frequency trading involves capturing frequent but tiny profits associated with slight transitory price differences across platforms. King and Rime (2010) estimate
that high-frequency trading now accounts for roughly one quarter of spot FX turnover. The rise of highfrequency trading explains the concentration of trading growth in spot markets, the concentration of that
growth in USD and EUR, and the concentration of reported activity in London and the US. It can also
19 See

the survey of the London FXJSC at: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/markets/forex/fxjsc/index.htm
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explain why spot trade sizes have been falling while trade numbers have been rising as well as the doubling of exchange-traded contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) since 2007. By 2010,
high-frequency traders were active on some single-bank trading systems and algorithmic trading was
even a dominating feature of smaller currencies such as the NOK.
Dealers have mixed reactions towards high-frequency trading on their single-bank trading systems.
Since the high-frequency traders’ profit is a dealer’s loss. As a result, some banks screen out such
“predatory” trading using computer algorithms that profile customers based on their trading activity.
Other banks, however, encourage high-frequency trading on in-house systems; they see indirect gains,
since the additional liquidity allows them to populate internal pricing engines.
Dealers are generally happy to sponsor high-frequency trading firms on multibank platforms through
prime brokerage relationships, and charge them for using the bank’s credit. Nonetheless, FX dealers
recognize that they themselves can be “scalped” by price-latency arbitrage, so some post quotes on these
platforms only when they proactively want to trade. In addition, most banks have invested heavily in
their own high-frequency trading capacity. Unsurprisingly, the expansion of high-frequency trading has
diminished the profitability of this strategy. With high-frequency trading less profitable and fewer banks
making markets, a number of top high-frequency trading firms have begun providing liquidity – and in
effect making markets – on anonymous multibank trading platforms as a profitable trading strategy.
A key question facing FX markets is whether liquidity provided by high-frequency traders is a “mirage” that will dry up in a crisis when it is needed most. High-frequency traders engage in market making
because it is profitable but are under no obligation to offer liquidity. Most banks, by contrast, will make
markets for their customers even during times of stress, in order to maintain their reputation and to win
other more lucrative business. The evidence from the 2007-2009 global financial crisis is inconclusive.
Following the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the spot markets – where high-frequency traders are most
active – remained liquid, though spreads widened considerably (Baba and Packer, 2009; Melvin and
Taylor, 2009).

Retail aggregators

With electronic trading, small trades can automatically be aggregated into larger

trades and laid off in the liquid interdealer market. With the advent of such retail aggregators, described
in Section II, individuals with modest wealth – an entirely new class of agents – began trading FX.
Retail trading has been one of the fastest growing segments of the market. Such trading, which was
negligible in 2001, had by 2010 reached an estimated $125–150 billion per day, or 8 to 10 percent of
global spot turnover (King and Rime, 2010).20 Japanese retail investors are believed to be the most
20 Activity

via retail aggregators is reported as “Other financial institutions” in the Triennial Central Bank Survey.
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active, representing perhaps 30 percent or more of spot JPY trading (or more than $20 billion per day).
Most of this Japanese trading takes place through margin accounts on the Tokyo Financial Exchange
(Terada, Higashio and Iwasaki, 2008).
Dealers are happy to provide liquidity to retail aggregators at attractive prices because retail trades
are not on average informed, as noted earlier, so there is no adverse-selection risk. Dealers can safely
hold retail flows in inventory to cross against future transactions. Table 8 shows that retail customers
trading over the internet for amounts of $50,000 or less may pay bid-ask spreads as low as 1 pip for the
most liquid currency pairs, similar to spreads available to dealers a decade ago.
Table 8: Bid-Ask spreads available from a retail FX platform (in pips)
Pair
EUR/USD
USD/JPY
GBP/USD
USD/CHF
AUD/USD
EUR/JPY
EUR/GBP
USD/CAD
EUR/CHF
CHF/JPY

Spread
2.3
2.4
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.7
3.9
4.0

(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.0)
(1.4)
(1.0)

Pair
NZD/USD
NZD/JPY
AUD/JPY
AUD/CHF
AUD/NZD
GBP/JPY
CAD/JPY
AUD/CAD
EUR/AUD
GBP/CHF

Spread
4.0
4.4
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.4
5.7
6.0
6.5
6.6

(1.1)
(1.1)
(1.4)
(2.6)
(1.6)
(1.1)
(1.6)
(2.5)
(1.5)
(2.0)

Pair
USD/DKK
EUR/CAD
USD/SGD
GBP/AUD
GBP/CAD
EUR/NZD
USD/TRY
EUR/TRY
GBP/NZD
USD/HKD

Spread
6.8 (1.0)
7.1 (1.3)
7.1 (4.7)
8.0 (2.4)
8.3 (3.0)
9.2 (3.2)
9.2 (4.2)
15.2 (7.2)
17.4 (7.0)
18.2 (17.2)

Note: Table shows typical spreads for several exchange rates, together with lowest spread in parenthesis, from the FXCM retail internet
platform. The relative spread as a measure of transaction cost varies of course with the level of the exchange rate, but the table show that for
many pairs there is not much room for decreasing the spread. Source: FXCM (http://www.fxcm.com/forex-spreads.jsp).

The rapid growth of retail FX trading has led to increased regulation. Online FX dealers must now
be registered and capital requirements have been raised. Further, the U.S. and Japan have lowered the
cap on retail leverage from 100:1 to 50:1 for major currencies and in Japan the cap should fall further,
to 25:1, by January 2012. Since there are currently no limits on leverage and limited regulation in the
United Kingdom and continental Europe, there is potential for regulatory arbitrage.
Greater regulation has brought industry consolidation. The number of U.S. retail platforms shrank
from 47 in 2007 to 11 in 2011; the number of Japanese platforms fell from over 500 in 2005 to around
70 in 2011.

Liquidity aggregators With trading dispersed across competing electronic platforms, liquidity could
have become fragmented and the markets inefficient. Natural market forces, however, have provided a
solution with the development of “liquidity aggregators”. Liquidity aggregators are electronic tools that
collect streaming price quotes from different sources – FX dealers, electronic brokers, and multibank
trading systems. By aggregating quotes into one executable stream, dealers and end-customers can access
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the best prices from many platforms simultaneously. Hedge funds have been using these algorithms for
several years and they are now being adopted by large banks.

Central counterparties

One more operational innovation may yet take hold in FX markets, specif-

ically the introduction of central counterparties (CCPs), which are designed to mitigate counterparty
credit risk (i.e. default risk). Though most FX instruments generate little counterparty credit risk, exposures generated by longer-dated FX forwards and options can be substantial. This risk is typically
managed in FX using counterparty risk limits set bilaterally and master netting agreements that specify
the conditions and procedures associated with default (FXC, 2010).
During the 2008 financial crisis, standard counterparty protections in over-the-counter markets proved
inadequate or were questioned for many asset classes. To address this weakness, regulators in the United
States and Europe began considering whether to mandate centralized clearing via a central counterparty.
The central counterparty reduces counterparty credit risk by stepping into the middle of every trade,
becoming the buyer to every seller and the seller to every buyer.The central counterparty requires both
parties to post collateral, with a safety margin maintained while any position remains open (Cecchetti,
Gyntelberg and Hollanders, 2009). If one party defaults, the central counterparty uses that party’s margin
to close out the transaction with the other counterparty.
In FX markets, central counterparties have been operating for exchange-traded products for some
time but have been absent in over-the-counter markets. While the US Treasury has exempted spot and
forward FX markets from the requirement under the Dodd-Frank Act to use adopt central counterparty,
other FX instruments will be required to adopt this new structure. European authorities are expected to
follow the US lead on this issue.
A 2006 joint attempt by CME and Reuters to launch a central counterparty with the over-the-counter
sector, called FX MarketSpace, failed in 2008. As of 2010, the CME – which operates the largest central
counterparty for exchange-traded FX products – is again planning to launch a central counterparty for
over-the-counter derivatives including FX. Unless the 2006 venture, the planned offering will be operated
as a stand-alone, open entity that may prove more popular with market participants.

IV

Survey of multibank FX platforms

To better understand FX activity on multibank trading systems and electronic brokers, the authors conducted a survey of 15 institutional and retail platforms. Table 9 shows the results from the authors’
survey. The ten institutional platforms that participated represent as much as 30 percent of spot FX trad-
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ing globally and 22 percent of FX swaps.21 The five retail platforms surveyed captured another 5 percent
of global spot FX turnover. Activity on multibank platforms has grown strongly over the past three years,
with weighted-average daily turnover rising by 20 percent for the institutional platforms and by over 300
percent for the retail platforms. The average trade size is $2 million on institutional platforms and around
$60,000 on retail platforms, with the latter handling many more transactions on a typical day.
Table 9: Survey of 15 multibank platforms for FX
Institutional

Retail

Total

Platforms participating
10
5
15
1. What was average daily turnover (in US dollar millions):
In April 2010?
830,417
71,861
902,278
In April 2007?
687,856
16,705
704,561
Growth from 2007 to 2010
21 %
330 %
28 %
2. In April 2010, what was the ...
Average daily number of transactions
396,727
1,177,440 1,574,167
Average trade size
2,093,169
61,032
573,178
3. What was average daily turnover (in US dollar millions)
through your system by FX instrument?
Spot
436,835
70,822
507,657
Outright forwards
11,657
444
12,101
Non-deliverable forwards (NDFs)
449
0
449
FX swaps
381,387
0
381,387
Currency options
89
595
684
Total
830,417
71,861
902,278
4. Rank customer types by importance for activity (1 = most important)
Banks and other financial institutions
1
2
Real money
2
4
Hedge fund / leveraged strategies
3
3
Corporates or governments
4
Central banks, monetary authorities
5
Retail (small individual) trading
6
1
5. What was the share of turnover by value traded in 2010 (2007)?
Algorithmic trading
35 % (38 %) 37 % (19 %)
High-frequency trading
18 % (15 %)
8 % (10 %)
Executed via a prime brokerage account
19 % (7 %)
9 % (24 %)
Note: The table show the results from a survey of multibank-platforms and retail platforms conducted during fall 2010. The names are
(in alphabetical order): Multibank platforms: Currenex, EBS, FXall, FXConnect, Hotstpot FX, Lava Tading, Reuters Trading for Foreign
Exchange, Thomson Reuters Dealing, Thomson Reuters Matching, and 360 Trading Networks. Retail platforms: FXCM, FX Direct Dealer,
Gain Capital, OANDA, and Saxo Bank. Source: Author’s survey.

The most active participants on institutional platforms (in order of importance) are banks, real money
investors, and leveraged investors. Trading on institutional platforms is even more concentrated in spot
(53 percent) and FX swaps (46 percent) than it is in the rest of the market.
The client base and nature of trading varies considerably across platforms. EBS and Thomson
21 The

data collected from multibank platforms has not been adjusted for interdealer double-counting, so these estimates of
their coverage are biased upwards.
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Reuters serve the interbank market, with significant activity by algorithmic and high-frequency traders
who gain access via prime brokerage relationships. In the case of EBS, there is now almost a 50/50
split between algorithmic traders and manual traders with a keypad. To satisfy both customer types,
EBS slowed down execution on its platform by introducing a minimum quote life of 250 milliseconds to
prevent flash orders and to level the playing field between computers and humans.
Algorithmic and high-frequency trading are also important on other anonymous platforms such as
Currenex, Hotspot FX, and Lava. On Hotspot FX, for example, an executive reported that over 75% of
the platform’s turnover in 2011 is algorithmic. Across all institutional platforms, the share of algorithmic
trading has been stable over the past three years at around 35 percent of activity. High-frequency trading
represented 18 percent of turnover in 2010, with all of this activity transacted through prime brokerage
relationships.
Real-money investors and corporate customers are most active on request-for-quote platforms such as
FXall, FXConnext, 360Trading Networks and Reuters Trading for FX. Algo trading on request-for-quote
platforms is a negligible share of activity.
On retail-oriented platforms activity is concentrated in spot trades in the major bilateral pairs (i.e.,
EUR/USD, GBP/USD, USD/JPY) or in popular carry trade combinations (AUD/USD, GBP/JPY, EUR/JPY).
Carry trade activity has declined over the past two years, however, as interest rates have fallen and a number of leveraged investors suffered large losses on their trades.
Four out of the five retail platforms surveyed are U.S.-based but they attract customers globally. Asia
represents the fastest growing market, with particular growth in Japan, Taiwan and Korea. More than a
third of retail investors use computer algorithms. This statistic reflects the wide availability of popular
software trading packages such as MetaTrader that offer charting and other technical tools and allow
users to program their own trading strategies.
While much of retail trading is reportedly intraday, a significant portion involves buy-and-hold investors who trade on fundamentals. A recent survey by CitiFX Pro found that more than half of traders
employ a combination of fundamental and technical analysis, with 36 percent saying they only use technical analysis. Leverage is important, with the most common range between 50 to 100 times capital. As
the regulatory limits on leverage described earlier take hold, these fractions will likely decline.

V

Summary

This paper examines the state of play in the global FX market, which reflect both stability and rapid
technological change. As ever, currency trading still takes place on a decentralized market in which
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most customers rely on professional dealers to provide liquidity. Currencies are still traded to facilitate
international trade, hedge risk, earn speculative returns, and to profit from market making. The US dollar,
Japanese yen, and euro remain the dominant currencies and trading is still concentrated in London and
New York. The best-informed agents in the market continue to be financial institutions, especially hedge
funds. Corporate customers continue to eschew speculative trading in spot markets and provide liquidity.
In the early 1980s, all FX trading was done by phone, transparency was low, and customer transaction
costs were high. The lack of transparency resulted in high levels of interdealer trading relative to endcustomer trading. In the early 1990s the introduction of electronic brokers to the interdealer market
brought a huge increase in transparency and the share of interbank trading began to fall even while
trading volumes rose.
The electronic revolution finally reached customers around 2000 when single-bank platforms and
multibank platforms allowed them to trade electronically with their dealers and with each other. Market
transparency rose further, trade processing costs fell due to straight-through processing, and customer
bid-ask spreads fell rapidly. Electronic trading has also created access to the market from previously
excluded groups, specifically retail trading by individuals and small institutions. Retail trading was
made possible by the development of a new type of internet-based trading platform, the retail aggregator.
On-going attempts to regulate retail trading may bring further market changes in the future.
Innovative trading strategies employed in FX markets include white labelling, prime brokerage, algorithmic trading, and high-frequency trading. These innovations have complicated the strategic calculus
of market making and could potentially undermine liquidity provision in a crisis.
The increasing sophistication of FX trading software and the associated growth of algorithmic and
high-frequency trading have brought a number of important structural changes to global FX markets.
1. Banks are matching a growing share of customer flows on their single-bank trading systems, reducing activity in interdealer markets.
2. Electronic trading has enabled the development of algorithmic strategies, including high-frequency
trading. In just a few years high-frequency trading has come to dominate trading volume in the
major liquid currencies.
3. High-frequency traders have gained access to interdealer markets through their prime brokerage
relationships, and have engaged in price latency arbitrage. This activity has led to the breakdown of
the traditional gentlemen’s’ agreement among FX dealers to provide continuous, two-way quotes
to other market makers.
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4. As the top tier FX dealers back away from market making and the traditional profit-making opportunities in high-frequency trading are competed away, some high-frequency firms are turning
to market making as a profitable trading activity. Critics worry that they - and the liquidity they
provide - will disappear during times of market stress as these firms are under no obligation to
make markets.
5. The top tier banks are investing heavily in computer systems that allow them to profile their customers. This heavy investment has created an effective barrier to entry, and has driven many
small banks away from making markets in the most liquid currencies, raising market concentration among the top tier dealers.
6. Smaller and regional banks are now pursuing a hybrid model, acting as customers of the top dealers
for the most liquid currencies while still making markets in their local currencies. This division
allows banks below the top tier to profit from their local expertise and comparative advantage in
the provision of credit to their customers.
7. The increasing tendency for banks to internalize their trading flow and to turn their own platforms into separate liquidity pools may have unexpected consequences on market liquidity. Each
bank relies implicitly on the liquidity of the interbank market when quoting to customers. But
by intensifying the on-going fragmentation of FX trading, the dealers’ own strategic efforts may
compromise this critical liquidity. Only time will tell how this plays out.

Glossary
Algorithmic trading: Automated transactions where a computer algorithm decides the order-submission
strategy. See also: High-frequency trading.
Bid-ask spread: Difference between the price for buying (the dealer’s ask) and for selling (the dealer’s
bid), which measures the transaction costs for executing a trade; often used as an indicator of market
liquidity.
Broker: A financial intermediary who matches counterparties to a transaction without being a party to
the trade. The broker can operate electronically (electronic broker) or by telephone (voice broker).
Carry trade: A trading strategy where low-yielding currencies are sold to finance the purchase of higheryielding currencies.
Central counterparty (CCP): An independent legal entity that interposes itself between the buyer and
the seller of a security, and requires a margin deposit from both sides.
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Counterparty credit risk: The risk that a counterparty will not settle an obligation in full value, either
when due or at any time thereafter.
Counterparty risk limit: An institution’s maximum aggregate market exposure to an individual counterparty across all uncollateralised trading positions. Established by a dealer’s risk managers before
agreeing to trade with a given counterparty.
Credit support annex (CSA): Document specifying the rules governing the mutual posting of collateral
between two counterparties.
Currency (or FX) futures: Similar to outright forwards, a transaction involving the exchange of two
currencies at a rate agreed on the date of the contract for value or delivery (cash settlement) at some
time in the future (more than two business days later). Unlike outright forwards, currency futures are
exchange-traded instruments with standardized characteristics such as contract size and maturity. Four
contracts are available with settlement in March, June, September and December. The biggest currency
futures exchange is the CME, followed by the London Futures Exchange. Futures are mainly available
for the most liquid currency pairs.
Currency (or FX) options: A derivative security giving the holder the right (but not the obligation) to
buy or sell a currency at an agreed exchange rate during a specified period. This category includes exotic
currency options such as average rate options and barrier options. Currency options are sold in both
over-the-counter markets and on exchanges.
Currency swaps: A contract committing two counterparties to exchange streams of interest payments
denominated in different currencies for an agreed period of time. They typically require an exchange of
principal amounts denominated in different currencies at a pre-agreed exchange rate at inception and at
maturity of the contract. Interest payments are then on a fixed, floating or zero coupon basis. In effect, a
currency swap allows a borrower or lender to swap a loan (or bond) in one currency for a loan in another
without incurring currency risk if the swap is held until maturity. Currency swaps are directly analogous
to interest-rate swaps and do not influence exchange rate dynamics.
Dealer (or market-maker): A financial institution whose primary business is entering into transactions
on both sides of markets and seeking profits by taking risks in these markets.
FX swap: The currency equivalent of a repurchase transaction (or repo): a single transaction with a single
counterparty that involves two currency transactions – one purchase and one sale – for two different value
dates. The exchange rate for both transactions is agreed at the outset. The typical FX swap combines a
spot FX transaction that is offset with an outright forward at a later date, but it is also possible to have
two outfight forwards.
High-frequency trading: An algorithmic trading strategy that profits from incremental price movements
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with frequent, small trades executed in milliseconds for investment horizons of typically less than one
day. See also: Algorithmic trading.
Interdealer market: The market where FX dealers trade with each other, either bilaterally or through
brokers. Also called the “interbank market”, due to the dominance of banks as FX dealers.
Liquidity aggregators: Electronic tools that receive streaming price quotes from different sources –
FX dealers, electronic brokers, and multibank trading systems – and consolidate them into one stream,
allowing traders to access the best prices from many platforms simultaneously.
Margin account: An account that allows customers to buy securities with money borrowed from a
financial intermediary. The customer’s cash deposit in the account is called the margin.
Market liquidity: A characteristic of the market where transactions have a limited impact on prices
(“price impact”) and can be completed quickly (“immediacy”).
Master netting agreement: Document specifying various events of default between counterparties and
a methodology for closing out positions in such events. It forms part of a master agreement that sets out
the responsibilities of trading parties towards each other.
Multibank trading system: An electronic trading system that aggregates and distributes quotes from
multiple FX dealers.
Outright forwards: An agreement between two counterparties to exchange two currencies at a rate
agreed on the date of the contract for cash settlement on an agreed future date which is more or less than
two business days later. Non-deliverable forwards do not require physical delivery of a non-convertible
currency; instead, the counterparty that loses on the contract simply pays the losses directly to the other
counterparty.
Prime brokerage: A service offered by banks that allows a client to source funding and market liquidity
from a variety of executing dealers while maintaining a credit relationship, placing collateral and settling
with a single entity.
Reporting dealer: A bank that is active in FX markets, both for its own account and to meet customer
demand, and participates in the Triennial Survey.
Settlement risk: The risk that a counterparty to a transaction does not deliver payment.
Single-bank trading system: A proprietary electronic trading system operated by an FX dealer for the
exclusive use of its customers.
Spot FX: A single outright transaction involving the exchange of two currencies at a rate agreed on the
date of the contract for cash settlement, which is typically in two business days.
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